Welcome to

“ My little dog - ”
a heartbeat at my feet.

~ Edith Wharton
Small dogs have big needs! When it comes
to the outdoors, our pint-sized pooches face
increased danger from :

a lovingly designed enclosure system for
small dogs under 20 pounds (13.5 kg).

Coyotes. Due to urban sprawl, coyotes
are no longer confined to the country. Left
unattended, small pets can be attacked
and killed.

Birds of Prey. Predatory birds such as
red-tailed hawks and owls are capable of
swooping down on a small dog and
carrying it away .

Now your prized pet can enjoy the best of both worlds. The freedom and
fun of the fresh outdoors. The comfort and security of the safe indoors.
No two dogs are alike. We custom-design each doggie enclosure to meet
your pet's individual needs. Choose from a selection of cedar and plastic wood
floor liners. Or , place the enclosure right on the grass.

Humans. Small dogs are easier to steal ,
as they can be picked-up and removed
with ease.

Small dogs are unique. Our enclosures feature tunnels, stairs and multi-level

Larger dogs. Little dogs have big attitudes

and landscaping in mind. Our unique modular system is ideal for balconies,
breezeways, apartments, shelters and retail stores.

and are likely to take on more aggressive
dogs two or three times their size.
Smaller dogs are also more likely to become
obese. In fact, the American Veterinary
Medical Assoc. believes 20% of the dogs in
N. America are over weight:
Smaller dogs are frequently carried
instead of walking on their own.
Pampered dogs share in more snacks
while sitting on their companion's lap.
54 percent of small dogs stay indoors
during the day versus their medium and
large counterparts. *
* American Pet Products Manufacturers

Association 2005-06 survey.

spaces that are easily accessible by small dogs.

No two properties are the same. We design each enclosure with your house
Enclosures are maintenance free. We offer galvanized and powder-coated
steel units to suit all climates and weather conditions.

Enclosures are sturdy and escape
proof . Your small dog will have full
access to the outdoors but in a safe,
controlled environment. As well, our
escape-proof hatches will not pinch your
doggie's paws. Unlike others, our
enclosures are completely enclosed.

An array of accessories. You
can accessorize your enclosure with
an assortment of pet doors, awnings
and hammocks in bright,
fade-resistant fabrics.

